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Purpose: To build a functional model of a roller coaster 

Materials: Foam insulation tubes, duct tape, retort stands, marbles (metal bearings) 

Procedure:  

1. Students are to build a model roller coaster that meets the following criteria 

Size Restrictions The coaster may occupy a maximum of 2𝑚 × 2𝑚 × 2𝑚  

Safety The marble does not leave the track during three (3) teacher monitored tests 

Efficiency 

The total height the marble climbs is >70% of the total drop the marble undergoes. 

This is found by adding up all the climbs and dividing by the vertical distance 

between the highest point and lowest point.  

𝐶𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑏 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 =
∑ 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑠

ℎmax − ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑛
× 100% 

Thrills 

These may include, the marble reaching a high maximum speed, the marble 

experiencing “negative g’s”, and the marble undergoing a loop (vertical or 

horizontal) and/or a corkscrew  

 

Rubric for Assessing the Roller Coaster 
Safety 

Leaves the track on all 3 trials Leaves the track on two trials Leaves the track on one trial Never leaves the track 

0 1 2 3 

 

Efficiency  
Rise < 30% Rise < 40 % Rise  < 50 % Rise <70 % Rise > 70 % 

0 1 2 3 4 

 

Thrills  
No features One feature Two features Three features Four or more features(variety) 

0 1 2 3 4 

 

Speed 
Never reaches high speed Reaches high speed once Reaches high more than once 

0 1 2 

 

Diagram 

No diagram 
Not to scale and no 

calculations 
Scale diagram but no 

calculations 
Scale diagram and one 

correct calculation 
Scale diagram and two 

correct calculations 

0 1 2 3 4 



Analysis and Calculations 

 

Draw a scale diagram (side view) of the roller coaster with all the measured heights.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Maximum height: ________m  Minimum height:________m Sum of Rises: ________m 

Use your scale drawing to predict the speed of the roller coaster for at least 2 points. Be sure to indicate 

these points on your drawing.   


